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Abst ract - -We study the long time behaviour of the solutions to a nonlinear Schr6dinger equation, 
in presence of a damping term, and a forcing term, when the space variable x varies over R. We show 
that the long time behaviour is described by an attractor which captures all the trajectories in H 1 (R). 
Our main result is concerned with the asymptotic smoothing effect for the equations. In other words, 
we prove that  the attractor is included and compact in H2(R), generalizing results proven in [1] in 
the compact (bounded) case (see also [2]). (~) 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
We are interested in the long time behaviour of the solutions to weakly damped nonlinear 
Schcr6dinger quation. This equation reads 
us + ~u + iu== - iu  + i[u[2u = : ,  (1) 
where the unknown u maps ]R+ into the space of complex valued functions 
Hi (R)  = u :R~C,  u, ~x  EL2(R)  , 
here the damping a and the force f are given. 
It is well known that the Cauchy problem related to (1) and to initial condition 
u(0) = u0, in H 1 (R) 
is well posed. This allows us to define a semigroup S(t )  acting on H 1 (JR) by setting 
~(t) = s(t)~o. 
The author would like to thank O. Goubet who brought his problem to her attention, and for helpful remarks 
and comments. 
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It is well known that the semigroup is dissipative (it possesses an absorbing set in Hi(R) and a 
global attractor ,4 in Hi(R), see [2]). 
We show asymptotic smoothing effect (following the terminology of [3]) for the semigroup, i.e., 
that ,4 is included in a more regular space. 
We would like to point out that [1] has proved the same result in Hler[0, 1]. 
We refer the reader to [4,5] for a more complete description. 
2. GLOBAL EX ISTENCE RESULT  AND 
ABSORBING SET  FOR THE SOLUTIONS 
Let u0 in Hi(~). We deduce from classical methods the global existence and uniqueness for 
solutions of (1). We then obtain the following propositions. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let uo be in Hi(R) ,  then there exists a unique solution u of (1) such that 
u 6 Cb ([0, +oo[, H i (~)) .  
Moreover, the maps St : uo ----* u(t) are continuous on Hi(R) .  
REMARK 1. Cb([0, -boo[, H i (R)) stands for the space of continuous and bounded functions which 
take values in Hi(R). 
PROPOSITION 2. For any bounded set B in Hi(R),  there exists a to that depends on B, such 
that for t > to, and uo 6 B, 
where Mi depends on a and on f .  
PROOF. See [1,6]. 
3. EX ISTENCE OF  THE 
IS(t)UOIH, _< M1, 
GLOBAL ATTRACTOR IN  H I (R)  
Using the methods of [2], and an argument of Ball [7], we show that the set A defined by 
`4 = {a 6 B, 3~n 6 B, tn ~ +oo, such that S(t~)~an -----* a in Hi(R)} 
is a global compact attractor in Hi(R). 
We can state the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. S(t) possesses a global attractor, included and compact in H i (R). 
4. REGULARITY  OF  THE ATTRACTOR 
We give below an overview of our results. The complete proofs will appear in [8]. 
Let u be a solution of equation (1) which also reads 
u(x) = ~ fi(~)e ix~ d~. 
On the one hand, for a given level N, we define the low frequency part of u as 
1 
We note that y is a smooth function with respect o the x variable. We also define the high 
frequency part of u as 
1 f ~(~)e ~x~ d~. 
Regularity of the Attractor 
We observe that z is a solution of nonautonornous partial differential equation 
zt + ~z + i~  - i~ + iQ (ly + ~I 2 (y + ~)) = QI, 
z(0) = Quo = zo, 
where Q denotes the orthogonal projector into 
{ 1 f f  ~(,~)eiZ¢d~, z6. H I (R)} .  QH 1 = z = ~ I>-N 
For a fixed N and for u a solution of (1), and for y = Pu = (Id - Q)u, we introduce Z, 
Z: [ t0,+c~[ ) QH 1, 
which is solution of 
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where 
¢ (u)= [u[~/2 - 2Ira I fU'x-dxx - I ]ux[2[u[2- 2 1 [Re (ux~)] 2, 
Let xj then be a sequence in .,4. Since ,4 is bounded in H 2 (R), there exists a subsequence x j, that 
weakly converges towards fl in H2(R), and strongly in Hi(R), because A is compact in Hi(R). 
For fixed nonnegative t, let u0 = S(-t)xs, .  
We have 
lim sup ¢ (xy) _< ¢(fl) - ¢ (S(-t)f l) e -at + lim sup ¢ (S(-t)xj , )  e -at .  
j'-.+o¢ f--.+oo 
As ¢ is a bounded on A, then when t ~ oo, 
limsup Ix~;lu= <_ I~lu=- 
j'--*+oo 
We then obtain the result. 
z t  + ,~z + izxx - i z  + iQ (Iv + zI 2 (y + z ) )  = Q f, 
(2) 
z ( to)  = o. 
REMARK 2. to is as in Proposition 2. 
PROPOSITION 3. There exists a unique solution Z of (2), which is continuous and bounded 
in QH 2, moreover, 
limsup IZ(t) - z(t)[H1 = O. 
t---*+oo 
PROOF. Using a priori estimates, we show that Z is a global solution in H2(R), moreover, there 
exists C that depends on a and on f such that 
Iz(t)  - z(t) l~,  _< ce  -~t. 
THEOREM 2. The attractor .,4 is included, bounded and compact in H2(R). 
PROOF. Proposition 3 implies that A is a bounded subset of H 2. We shall prove the compactness. 
We introduce an energy equation for u which reads 
// ¢(S(t)uo) = ¢(uo)e -2at + e-2a(t-8)¢(S(s)uo) ds, (3) 
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